International Korp workshop

12.00-13.00
Lunch

13-13.15
Introduction and greetings.

13.15-15.00
Korp demo roundtable, where Korp from each corner of the earth is put on display.
To have in mind while showing your Korp:
• Was the installation process smooth? In what areas did you find the documentation lacking?
• Which features are implemented, and which are not.
• Have you built any custom feature? If so, have you ever tried merging your code with a later version of Korp?
• How many users do you have? How are they using Korp?
• Has your Korp been cited in publications?

Break for coffee

15.20-16.30
Continue roundtable.

16.30-17.30
Ask a Korp developer. Any parsable question is considered valid. Examples:
• Best practices for feature merging.
• Integration pain points and how to mitigate them.
• When will I get <my_favorite_feature>?

Dinner!